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Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6010 210 4.5 1.57 N/A N/A 36 1/2 6.75 4.15 10'06" 28

8th year WR who has started 29 of 77 career games, playing in just 9 games due to an A/C Shoulder Sprain in

2017. 2nd year under a HC Bill Belichick/ OC Josh McDaniels led offense that resembles a variation of the

Erhardt-Perkins system that likes to spread the ball around. This scheme thrives on the versatility of their

offensive weapons, slating him at multiple positions throughout a game. Spends the majority of his reps at either

the X or Z positions, occasionally lining up at the Slot position. Solid hight with lanky and slightly undersized

build. Displays good overall athletic ability, good acceleration, foot speed, and COD with solid agility and

adequate balance. Displays a solid overall ability to release vs a Soft Zone or Off Man coverage; using his good

acceleration off the LOS, he is able to attack the leverage of a defensive back playing Off coverage, while

excelling at controlling his defender’s eyes through his quick vertical stretch and acceleration up field, easily

setting up his defenders to bite on double moves. Displays the ability to run majority of the route tree. Combines

good play speed and separation quickness to thrive in the intermediate/short passing game. Shows very good

short area burst which allows him to succeed running 3-step Slants, Whip and Out routes. Rare mental

processing is what gives him the versatility to play almost anywhere and is what provides a great understanding

of when to break Dig, Post or Drag patterns off to attack voids created by a Zone defense. Does most of his

damage in the middle of the field by running quick Option routes on short down and distance situations, while

excelling at attacking his defenders leverage when pressed and deciding whether or not to run a quick Out or

Slant route to pick up 1st downs. Displays the ability to track the ball in the air while anticipating a hit from

LB/S, while possessing good overall awareness, adjusting his routes on the fly when a play breaks down. His

solid ability to catch the ball matched with his good awareness allows him to excel at catching the ball near the

boundary and when open behind LBs in the MOF. Good sideline body control and overall footwork grants him

the ability to catch the ball and get both feet in bounds. Possesses the overall speed and acceleration to take

short or intermediate routes the distance.  He is a good impact blocker who gives maximum effort play in and

play out and excels at taking great angles to defenders to make up for his adequate play strength. Highly

competitive player who plays with a chip on his shoulder and an attitude. Displays very good competitive

toughness, having the ability to attack the middle of a defense with courage. Adequate release vs. Press coverage

or against a jam when defended by physical DB’s. Has the ability to occasionally beat DBs with a smaller build,

will struggle to release and fight through pressure against better defenders because of his adequate play

strength. Can beat a Jam when operating from the slot position, lacks the consistency to do so when playing at

the X or Z positions because of the lack of space to work with. His adequate separation quickness on deep routes

hinders his ability to be a consistent deep threat.  Displays adequate balance when being physical with DBs due

to his lanky build. He doesn’t possess the manual dexterity needed to catch the ball away from his body. Doesn’t

show the ability to frequently and consistently catch the ball when contested or in traffic. Ball Skills are

adequate, lacks the body control to catch poorly thrown balls either thrown high above head or in the turf. Lacks

the ability to contribute in the redzone from either boundary positions. Lacks the build to run Fade routes down

near the goal-line and is often off the field when the offense is inside the 5. Displays adequate YAC ability, has

the speed but lacks the ability to break tackles and the elusiveness to make defenders miss in space. Overall, a

starting caliber Z and Slot WR you can win with. He is versatile enough to fit in a pass heavy scheme that likes

the throw down field, or a run heavy scheme that takes advantage of short-to-intermediate routes. Possesses

good overall athleticism, very good competitive toughness and mental processing. He can be asked to stretch the

field vertically and can be asked to pick up the short yardage needed to get a 1st down. Should not be counted

on to box out DBs in the red-zone to win jump balls due to his adequate play strength.

SUMMARY

Play Strength vs. Press at LOS, Balance, Ball Skills, Contested Catches 

A starting caliber Z and Slot WR you can win with. He is versatile enough to fit in a pass 

heavy scheme that likes the throw down field, or a run heavy scheme that takes advantage 

of short-to-intermediate routes. Possesses good overall athleticism, very good competitive 

toughness and mental processing. He can be asked to stretch the field vertically and can be 

asked to pick up the short yardage needed to get a 1st down. Should not be counted on to 

box out DBs in the red-zone to win jump balls due to his adequate play strength.

Mental Processing vs. Soft Zone, Competitiveness and Mental Toughness, Acceleration, Quickness in and out of Breaks, Route Adjustments 

WORST

BEST

SCHEME FIT

PROJECTION

2017: vs. HOU 9/24, vs. CAR 10/1, at TB 10/5, vs ATL 10/22, vs. LAC 10/29Tapes Viewed

Any system that likes to utilize the middle of the field with Crossing and Dig routes where 

he can use his awareness to attack voids. 
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PLAYER INFO

Pro Position(s) Prospect (Last, First)

Hogan, ChrisX, Z, Slot

Winning %Games WonGames Played Games Started

DOB (Age)

10-24-88 (30)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Castillo, Victor

TEAMYEAR – RD – TM

MEASURABLES

X, Z, Slot57%

Monmouth [NJMO]
CAREER INFORMATION

New England Patriots11-UDFA-SF

29 4477

INJURIES

KEY STATS Production was trending upwards before a shoulder sprain made him miss 7 games of 

2017 season. 2017 - 59 targets (5th), 34 receptions (6th), 439 receiving yards (4th), 5 

touchdowns (3rd). 

2011 through 2014 - No Injuries, 2015 - Right Knee MCL Sprain (2 weeks) 2016 - Lower 

Back Sprain/Pull (1 Week) 2017 - Right Shoulder A/C Sprain (Weeks 8-13), Shoulder Set 

Back ( Weeks 15-17) 


